The ocean is often a complex multipath channel and progress has been made in developing equalization algorithms to overcome this. Unfortunately, many of these algorithms are computationally demanding and not as power-efficient as one would like; in many applications it may be better to trade bit rate for longer operational life. In 2000 the U.S. Navy was developing an underwater wireless acoustic network called Seaweb, for which a number of modulation schemes were being tested in a series of SignalEx experiments. This paper discusses two modulation schemes and associated receiver algorithms that were developed and tested for Seaweb applications. These receiver designs take advantage of time reversal ͑phase conjugation͒ and properties of spread spectrum sequences known as Gold sequences. Furthermore, they are much less complex than receivers using adaptive equalizers. This paper will present results of testing these signaling and receiver concepts during two experiments at sea.
I. INTRODUCTION
Acoustic signaling for wireless digital communications in the undersea environment can be a very attractive alternative to both radio telemetry systems ͑vulnerable to weather, rough seas, and pilfering͒ and cabled systems ͑vulnerable to commercial trawling͒. However, time-varying multipath and often harsh ambient noise conditions characterize the underwater acoustic channel, often making acoustic communications challenging. Much effort has been directed at developing channel equalizers and adaptive spatial processing techniques so that coherent phase modulation can be used to achieve the desired high spectral efficiencies. 1,2 These techniques are computationally demanding with many parameters needing to be set, requirements that are not especially well suited for applications where autonomy, adaptability, and long-life battery operation are being contemplated.
Time reversal ͑or phase conjugation, in the frequency domain͒ was demonstrated [3] [4] [5] in the early 1960s as a means of refocusing sound that had been spread in time by propagation through the ocean. More recent work on this concept [6] [7] [8] has seen further experimental validation and the development of a number of applications. In particular, passive phase conjugation can be used for pulse compression, 6 using a vertical line array receiver so that both spatial as well as temporal focusing is achieved, which addresses the difficulties posed by multipath for acoustic communications. 9, 10 In 2000, the U.S. Navy was developing an underwater wireless networking system, called Seaweb, using acoustic communications as the physical transport layer. 11 We were tasked to investigate and test a variant of pulse position modulation ͑PPM͒ for use as an alternative modulation scheme in this system. In the course of adapting the original PPM scheme to Seaweb, we realized how this modulation technique was connected to evolving work on time reversal ͑phase-conjugation͒, 8 and ended up modifying it to better exploit these new techniques for the Seaweb system. 12 Comparing our work to other reported passive phase conjugate methods, 9, 10, 13 we use a single-element source and a singleelement receiver, without relying on an aperture at the source or receiver for spatial focusing. To compensate, we rely upon the gain from despreading direct-sequence spread-spectrum ͑DSSS͒ sequences. 14, 15 DSSS is a form of code division multiple access or CDMA. As in terrestrial wireless CDMA systems, this modulation scheme can accomodate multiple users if different orthogonal codes are assigned to different users. In addition, using spread-spectrum sequences renders this modulation scheme more difficult to detect 16 for applications where covertness is desired.
We review time reversal and phase conjugation in Sec. II. Section III presents the details of our modulation scheme. In particular, we show how varying the parameters of PPM to increase its spectral efficiency pushes us to smaller alphabets, leading us to abandon PPM in favor of differential phase-shift keying ͑DPSK͒, which has the smallest possible alphabet. In Sec. IV, we present the results of testing these modulation techniques and receiver algorithms in several sea experiments.
Previously, work in both terrestrial wireless and underwater acoustics considered a modulation technique called code shift keying 17 or sequence position modulation 18 ͑both variants of pulse position modulation or PPM͒ that also uses spread-spectrum sequences. 14, 15 As we will outline, we favor DPSK over PPM, but we note that code shift keying can potentially benefit from time reversal ͑phase conjugation͒ as well. We will also comment on the similarity of our DPSK scheme to a Rake receiver ͑a type of receiver often used in spread spectrum systems 14 ͒.
II. HOW TIME REVERSAL "PHASE CONJUGATION… BENEFITS ACOUSTIC COMMUNICATIONS
A communication system consists of a transmitter that sends a data-modulated waveform through a channel ͑in our case, the ocean͒ and on to a receiver which must perform some processing to recover the transmitted data. Typically, the channel introduces distortion that limits the receiver's ability to recover the transmitted information. This distortion includes attenuation, time spreading or multipath, and Doppler shifts and spreads. The Doppler effects are due to transmitter and receiver motion, as well as the motion of the ocean boundaries and the ocean itself. If time spreading is present in the channel ͑due to transmitted signals arriving along multiple paths͒, previously transmitted symbols may corrupt the detection of the current symbol, a problem known as intersymbol interference.
Various receiver algorithms have been developed to despread the multipath arrivals ͑or equalize them, viewed in the frequency domain͒. In some cases, the diversity provided by multiple arrivals is exploited so successfully that a net processing gain is achieved, thus turning a problematic channel property into an asset. Reducing intersymbol interference is the "holy grail" of communications, because it enables symbols to be transmitted at very high rates. One approach for coping with intersymbol interference is to use an adaptive filter 19 to adjust a set of filter coefficients to minimize the mean squared difference between the filtered output and either a known training sequence or the closest known discrete symbol value in a "decision-directed" mode. 2 Although fast algorithms for such equalizers have been the subject of much research, this approach still requires great care with respect to computational load, algorithm stability, and automated selection of adaptive filter parameters for an unknown and often time-varying channel.
The time reversal ͑phase-conjugation͒ approach that we are exploring in this paper avoids the explicit recovery of the channel and its subsequent equalization via signal processing and its associated algorithmic complexity. Instead, this approach implicitly recombines the multiple arrivals signal instead of trying to invert the channel. 9, 10 To review how this focusing is achieved, Fig. 1 illustrates two ways of implementing time reversal, or phase conjugation ͑its frequency domain equivalent͒. We have labeled these two configurations active phase conjugation, 7, 8 or APC, and passive phase conjugation, 6 or PPC. Both have been experimentally validated in the ocean. The channel impulse response ͑CIR͒ function is h͑t͒ and its Fourier transform is H͑͒. H͑͒ is the Green's function for the particular ocean waveguide and source and receiver locations, although we omit the dependence on locations in our notation. Recall that, in the frequency domain, the convolution of h͑t͒ and s͑t͒ is H͑͒S͑͒.
Similarly, the correlation of s 1 ͑t͒ and s 2 ͑t͒ is S 1 ͑͒S 2 * ͑͒, where the asterisk indicates complex conjugation. In Fig. 1 and the text below, we use the frequency domain equivalents of all waveforms, and drop the dependence on .
In the active configuration ͑APC͒:
• The left-hand station transmits a waveform S, which travels through the channel H ͑from left to right in Fig.  1͒ , and is recorded on the right-hand station as HS. • The right-hand station time reverses the received waveform, or equivalently, phase conjugates it, producing H * S * , and retransmits it back to the left-hand station ͑from right to left in Fig. 1͒ . The retransmitted waveform can carry either a sign or a phase to convey information ͑back͒ to the left-hand station. Assuming the channel has not changed, the time-reversed waveform H * S * travels back through the same channel, and is convolved with H again, producing ͉H͉ 2 S * at the original left-hand station, the time-reversed version of the original signal S convolved with the autocorrelation of H. The left-hand station is the information receiver in this configuration.
In the passive configuration ͑PPC͒, shown in the lower part of Fig. 1 :
• The left-hand station transmits S 1 , which travels through the channel H, and is observed on the righthand station as HS 1 . • The left-hand station transmits S 2 , which is observed on the right-hand station as HS 2 ͑again, if the channel has not changed͒. • The right-hand station cross-correlates HS 1 and HS 2 , producing ͉H͉ 2 S 1 S 2 * , the correlation of S 1 and S 2 , convolved with the autocorrelation of the CIR H. The righthand station is the information receiver in this configuration.
The basic idea in phase conjugation is that the autocorrelation of the CIR ͉H͉ 2 tends to reconcentrate or focus the multipath arrivals at zero time lag. The term ͉H͉ 2 is the time reversal or phase conjugation focusing operator. 20 However, depending on the distribution of the multipath arrivals in h͑t͒, the autocorrelation may also have temporal sidelobes that result in residual intersymbol interference, even after focusing. Other researchers 9,21 have used arrays of receivers or transmitters to average down these temporal sidelobes. The different transmitter-receiver focused terms ͑i.e., ͉H͉ 2 S or ͉H͉ 2 S 1 S 2 * , depending on the configuration͒ are typically aligned along their main peak, prior to averaging. As a result, they share a common main peak, but have sidelobes at different locations. Upon averaging, all elements contribute to the same main peak, but spread their sidelobes wherever they may fall.
In our technique, we avoid the cost and complexity of transmit or receive arrays by using spread spectrum sequences. This relies upon despreading gain and temporal focusing alone, 12 although this does not yield bit rates as high as can be produced with source and receiver arrays. This focusing, or multipath recombination, is achieved at each "symbol" by forming an inner product of the current and predecessor snapshots of the channel, where each channel snapshot is the output of a correlator matched to the known spread spectrum sequence ͑we cycle through a known set of orthogonal sequences͒. Such a receiver structure is similar in function to and has the ͑low͒ computational complexity of a linear equalizer, 19 although it is approximating the channel inverse by its adjoint ͑our receiver forms the inner product of H and its adjoint H * , to form the focusing operator ͉H͉ 2 ͒. Figure 1 shows that the APC configuration focuses the original waveform S ͑producing ͉H͉ 2 S at its receiver station͒, while the PPC configuration focuses S 1 S 2 * ͑producing ͉H͉ 2 S 1 S 2 * at its receiver station͒, the correlation of the two consecutively transmitted waveforms ͑S 1 and S 2 ͒. Therefore, in our PPC configuration, the message must be encoded in the correlation of the two consecutively transmitted waveforms S 1 and S 2 . Encoding information in the correlation of two waveforms is not a typical signaling scheme and may provide some advantages, although we have not been particularly creative in pursuing this, other than to try the simple variations described below.
III. WAVEFORM DESIGN FOR POINT-TO-POINT ACOUSTIC COMMUNICATIONS USING PASSIVE PHASE CONJUGATION
We will describe two signaling schemes, one based on pulse position modulation ͑PPM͒, the other on differential phase shift keying ͑DPSK͒. 19 We have implemented these two modulation schemes to take advantage of passive phase conjugation ͑the PPC configuration in Fig. 1͒ . These waveform designs rely upon transmitting two waveforms, s 1 and s 2 , in which information bits have been embedded, with the expectation that both s 1 and s 2 will propagate through the same channel h, so that they are received as HS 1 and HS 2 ͑in the transform domain͒. As discussed in the previous section, the passive phase conjugation ͑PPC͒ is realized by correlating these received waveforms to produce ͉H͉ 2 S 1 S 2 * . This operation produces a despread or focused S 1 S 2 * because ͉H͉ 2 combines the multipath arrivals.
As already mentioned in Sec. II, because we are working with single hydrophones ͑no arrays͒, we have more of an intersymbol interference problem than in configurations where arrays are used. To compensate for this, we rely upon families of sequences called Gold codes, 14, 15 designed to minimize the correlation between the sequences in each fam-ily. Gold codes are similar to maximal-length sequences, or m-sequences, that are often used in the underwater acoustic community for their autocorrelation properties. 22, 23 Gold sequences, like m-sequences, are bipolar sequences with values −1 and 1. Their special property is that any two different Gold sequences from the same family have very low ͑circu-lar͒ cross-correlation values ͑i.e., at all lags͒. For integers m Ͼ 2 at which a preferred pair of m-sequences can be found, a family of Gold sequences can be derived whose crosscorrelation spectrum is three-valued. There are 2 m−1 + 2 Gold sequences in each family. When transmitted, each Gold sequence modulates the phase of a carrier ͑i.e., using binary phase-shift keying or BPSK modulation͒.
Our modulation cycles through a series of Gold sequences ͑i.e., from the same family͒, using a different Gold sequence for each symbol. The particular order of the Gold sequences being transmitted is known at the receiver, so the appropriate matched filter can be applied to each received symbol. When symbols overlap due to multipath, the low cross-correlation property of the Gold sequences ensures that the different matched filters do not let through much of the interfering symbols. To accomodate multiple users simultaneously, different subsets of Gold sequences can be assigned to different users-each user must have enough sequences so that the time it takes to cycle through this user's subset exceeds the time spreading in the channel. However, note that we do not fully exploit the touted low cross-correlation property of these sequences, because in the presence of multipath, the correlation that is being performed on all the different multipath arrivals is not circular.
A. Pulse position modulation using Gold sequences
"PPC-PPM… Figure 2 shows how we implement ͑PPM͒ to take advantage of passive phase conjugation ͑PPC͒. Here G i indicates the ith Gold sequence from a family of 2 m + 1 sequences, each a sequence of 2 m − 1 bipolar symbols, or chips, where the start of each sequence is indicated by a single arrow. Arrows indicating the onset of each Gold sequence rather than the full-length sequences are shown to illustrate FIG. 2. This diagram illustrates the waveform design for PPC-PPM. Each arrow indicates the onset ͑in time͒ of a Gold sequence. Each G i indicates that the ith Gold sequence is being used ͑from a particular family of se-quences͒. Each symbol consists of a gray reference pulse and a black position pulse ͑so three symbols are shown above͒. The information is conveyed by the separation between the reference pulse and the position pulse ͑shown by the horizontal black arrows͒. All sequences have the same length-the interval between consecutive reference pulses ͑shown by the horizontal gray arrows͒. Gold sequences corresponding to the position pulses of consecutive symbols may overlap. the scheme. Each sequence is actually a bipolar sequence modulated by a carrier ͑i.e., BPSK modulated͒ of length indicated by the horizontal gray arrows. Each G i is repeated, with the first G i ͑indicated in gray͒ setting a reference position, relative to which the position of the second G i ͑indicated in black͒ is measured. The varying distances between reference and second positions are indicated by the horizontal black arrows. The position of the second G i is purposely varied to convey the information bits being transmitted, hence the name PPM. If the time interval between reference G i 's, indicated by the horizontal gray arrows, from G i to G i+i , is divided into N resolvable time slots, each pair of G i 's will carry log 2 N bits of information. To relate this design to the notation in the introduction above, s 2 is identical to s 1 , but they overlap and the time between them is varied to set the pulse position.
At the receiver, a matched filter tuned to G i performs a pulse compression on each G i and reproduces the multipath arrival structure associated with both instances of G i . The arrivals associated with G j ͑j not equal to i͒ are to a large extent suppressed ͑by the matched filter tuned to G i ͒, since the different Gold sequences have low cross correlation. After this pulse compression, the matched filter output contains two copies of the CIR, overlapped and delayed with respect to one another, corresponding to each of the two G j . At this point it is possible to decode the information from the relative positions of the dominant arrivals only, but this would not take advantage of the additional signal energy available in the other arrivals. Instead, the concept is applied to our pulse-compressed pair of G i receptions. Each is spread by what is probably the same channel, since there has been little time for the channel to have changed during this interval, so if we auto-correlate the matched filter output ͑tuned to G i ͒, we implicitly autocorrelate the CIR H by which each of the two G i receptions have been spread, realizing a filter consisting of the time reversal ͑phase conjugation͒ operator ͉H͉ 2 as discussed in the previous section.
It is interesting to note that this refocusing could also be exploited in the code shift keying work, if a reference sequence and a sequence to indicate position were somehow incorporated ͓we need to correlate two copies of the h͑t͒ to form the autocorrelation of h͑t͒ which provides the focus-ing͔. Our modulation scheme differs from those described in the code shift keying and sequence position modulation work, 16, 18 in that we do not circularly permute the waveform that sets the position ͑for PPM͒, but instead merely delay it.
B. Differential phase shift keying "DPSK… using Gold sequences "PPC-DPSK…
With a bandwidth B, we can resolve PPM time slots spaced at intervals of 1 / B. A symbol period of T seconds will have room for BT time slots ͑or positions͒, or log 2 BT bits per symbol, with a bit rate of log 2 BT T . The bit rate can be increased by increasing B or reducing T. Because the denominator T grows faster than numerator log 2 T, increasing the number of PPM slots by lengthening T actually reduces the bit rate. So, although we were originally motivated to use PPM to pack more bits into each symbol, we find instead that reducing the number of PPM slots is what increases the bit rate. Ultimately, if we want a maximum bit rate, we should use the smallest number of PPM slots that we can, which suggests an alphabet of size two. In this section, we back off from using PPM entirely, and adopt a DPSK framework, encoding our information bits in the relative polarity of neighboring Gold sequences. Figure 3 shows an alternative PPC modulation waveform design. In this case, we cycle through the 2 m + 1 Gold sequences, spacing them at regular intervals, but varying their sign. The transmitted information is recovered at the receiver by comparing the sign of the current G i with the sign of its predecessor G i−1 , in effect realizing a DPSK modulation. In this case, s 1 and s 2 are different Gold sequences, G i−1 and G i , with the relative polarity indicating the information bit being transmitted. Figure 4 shows how each pair of consecutively transmitted Gold sequences, G i and G i−1 , are processed. S 1 and S 2 are the waveforms at the receiver corresponding to G i−1 and G i , with S 2 following immediately after S 1 . At the transmitter, a sign change may be applied to either G i−1 and/or G i , depending on the information bit being transmitted. It is this relative sign that carries the information, and which must be recovered by the receiver. After traveling through the channel, S 1 is HG i−1 and S 2 is HG i , each with a possible information bearing sign change. S 1 and S 2 overlap and their start times are calculated by a symbol timing process ͑to be described later͒. At the receiver, a matched filter tuned to the appropriate Gold sequence ͑G i−1 for S 1 and G i for S 2 ͒ is applied to each of the two waveforms, producing H ͉ G i−1 ͉ 2 sign͑G i−1 ͒ and H ͉ G i ͉ 2 sign͑G i ͒. The ͉G͉ 2 factors are pulse compressions of the Gold sequences. Both of these matched filter outputs are essentially estimates of the channel H with the polarity originally applied at the transmitter to carry the information 4 . This is the PPC-DPSK receiver design, in which every pair of consecutively arriving signals S 1 and S 2 is processed by a pair of matched filters, S 1 being correlated with Gold sequence G i−1 , and S 2 being correlated with Gold sequence G i . The two matched filter outputs are correlated ͑in block PPC͒ to compare the phases of S 1 and S 2 . It is the phase difference between S 1 and S 2 that carries the information bit. We have only tested phase differences of 180 deg ͑i.e., changing the sign of S 2 relative to S 1 or not͒.
bit. Although we could compare the signs of individual peaks from the two channel estimates, we want to combine all of the multipath arrivals before we do that. As in the PPC-PPM modulation, we correlate the two matched filter outputs, producing waveform proportional to ͉H͉ 2 , ͉G i−1 ͉ 2 , ͉G i ͉ 2 , and the product of the signs of the two transmitted waveforms. Again, we end up filtering our information bearing waveform, in this case sign͑G i−1 ͒sign͑G i ͒, by the time reversal ͑phase conjugation͒ focusing operator ͉H͉ 2 . This implicitly recombines the multipath. The information bit is recovered from the sign of this final correlation.
The PPC-DPSK modulation scheme is similar to spreadspectrum schemes that use a Rake receiver for recombining multipath arrivals. 24 In both cases, a matched filter is applied to a spreading sequence to isolate multipath arrivals. In the case of a Rake receiver, multiple matched filters are applied at a number of delays, or "fingers" ͑of the Rake͒, prior to combining the contributions from each "finger" so that they are all aligned in time. In our PPC-DPSK, phase conjugation or the inner product of H ͉ G i−1 ͉ 2 sign͑G i−1 ͒ and conj ͓H ͉ G i ͉ 2 sign͑G i ͔͒ is used to focus the multipath arrivals ͑this inner product contains the focusing operator ͉H͉ 2 ͒. In the case of the Rake receiver, some decision must be made as to where to position the multiple "fingers" of the Rake receiver. In Sec. IV B, we will show how we have borrowed an idea from the Rake receiver to greatly improve our demodulation results for the PPC-DPSK scheme.
C. Discussion
The usual dilemma in APC and PPC, at least in how it has been implemented previously, is that the channel estimate must be periodically refreshed to keep up with a timevarying channel. This is done by interrupting the flow of information bits to send a probe pulse to recalibrate the channel and waiting for the channel to clear before reinitiating information bits. An alternative to "clearing the channel" in this way has been investigated by other authors, 13 in which the channel estimate is continually refreshed, using the current block of detected symbols to estimate the channel for the next block of symbols. The channel is estimated by finding the best fit ͑in a least-squares sense͒ to the received data and the decoded symbols, although this seems to get away from the minimalist implementation that is usually cited as PPC's main attraction. Our two transmission schemes ͑PPC-PPM and PPC-DPSK͒, described in the previous section, do not require an explicit channel estimate since they implicitly refresh the channel state information by cross-correlating waveforms corresponding to consecutive pulses ͑PPM͒ or symbols ͑DPSK͒. 12 The spacing between consecutive sequences determines the bit rate R = 1/T spacing ͑1͒ but we cannot reduce this spacing indiscriminately, because these sequences are not perfectly orthogonal, especially after being convolved with a CIR function. Their touted good ͑i.e., low͒ cross correlation properties are based upon periodic ͑or circular͒ cross correlation and accurate "framing" of the se-quence. Neither condition is realized in our modulation schemes, because the various multipaths arrive at different times and because the different sequences are staggered in our modulation scheme. As a result, there is more interference between the overlapped sequences than is predicted for these sequences under perfect conditions. Increasing the bit rate by reducing the symbol spacing creates more overlap between sequences and makes the interference worse. Gold sequences have lengths of 2 m − 1 for a particular choice of m. The longer the sequence, the lower its autocorrelation sidelobes and correlations with other Gold sequences from the same family. However, longer sequence lengths mean more of an overlap with following sequences, if the spacing is kept the same. As a result, the length must be chosen as a compromise between these two competing considerations.
The chip rate should ideally be matched to the bandwidth. A chip rate of 4 kHz results in spectral nulls at the edges of our 8 kHz band, and is thus optimal for our bandwidth. We also tested chip rates of 8 and 16 kHz in order to gain their resulting higher bit rates, knowing they are not matched to our 8-16 kHz band and that their crosscorrelation properties would be degraded as a result of losing out-of-band information.
When consecutive Gold sequences are overlapped, an unacceptably high peak to average power ratio can result, as in multiple carrier modulation schemes, such as orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing or OFDM. A set of constructively interfering Gold sequences can produce an unusually large and isolated peak. If we scale the transmitted waveform according to this single isolated peak, our transmitted waveform will have an unacceptably high peak-toaverage-power ratio, resulting in very low average transmitted power. To avoid this, we clipped isolated peaks to minimize this loss in transmitted power, recognizing that this results in some degradation in the receiver matched filter, since some of the transmitted waveform was lost to this clipping. The incidence of unusually large and isolated peaks is proportional to the number of overlapping Gold sequences, so this too limits our bit rates.
IV. RESULTS OF TESTING DURING SIGNALEX EXPERIMENTS
The U.S. Navy has supported a series of sea tests under the SignalEx program 25 to measure channel effects upon different underwater acoustic signaling schemes, including our passive phase conjugate technique. These tests have been performed in a variety of environments using lightweight, modular hardware units, called Telesonar Testbeds, shown in Fig. 5 . These testbeds, developed at SPAWAR Systems Center, are unique, high-fidelity, modular, reconfigurable, autonomous, wide-band instruments for high-frequency acoustic propagation and communication research. They consist of a PC-104, single-board computer in a deployable bottle, including hard drives for recording received waveforms or sourcing waveforms for transmission. The testbed can record waveforms on a four-channel receive array ͑spaced for diversity, with elements separated by five wavelengths at 12 kHz͒ and transmit in three bands, 8-16, 14-22, 25-50 kHz. A very accurate clock allows for time-division multiplexed transmissions from multiple testbeds. The testbed units are also equipped with a commercial acoustic modem for status checking and remote control. During a typical experiment, two testbed units are deployed. One is moored to the sea floor and the other is deployed over the side of a small boat, which is either anchored or allowed to drift. One testbed transmits a preprogammed sequence of waveforms stored on disk, and the other testbed records the received waveforms ͑to disk͒, after they have traveled through the ocean waveguide. The transmission sequences and power levels can be controlled remotely via the commercial modem. We will present results for fixed-drifting configurations at two sites.
A. Results from SignalEx-E: Ship Island, off Gulfport during AUV/Modem Fest 2001
The SignalEx-E experiment was performed near Ship Island on 24-25 October 2001, during ModemFest/AUVFest off the coast of Florida. The source was deployed at a depth of roughly 2 m over the side of a boat that was allowed to drift at roughly 0.6 m / s. The receiver was moored to the sea floor. The bathymetry along the transmission path was nearly constant at a depth of 5 m. Figure 6 shows the drift track, starting at a range of about 1 km and ending at a range of roughly 5 km. Figure 7 shows the CIR measured by applying a matched filter to a series of hyperbolic frequency-modulated ͑HFM͒ chirps, each 50 ms long, sweeping from 8 to 16 kHz, transmitted every 250 ms. There is virtually no multipath in this extremely shallow water channel ͑the horizontal axis spans only 6 ms͒. The bottom was silt ͑from examining the receiver moorings͒, but even if it were more reflective, acoustic paths having even a slight grazing angle would interact with it so many times over the ranges we were operating at that they would be absorbed. The few bottominteracting paths that would get through at very shallow grazing angles would have virtually the same travel time as a direct or surface reflected path ͑and would contribute to the response shown in Fig. 7͒ .
Both the PPC-PPM and PPC-DPSK modulation schemes were tested at this site, each at two different rates. The transmitted packets for each of these rates were roughly 15 s long.
The PPC-PPM modulation used m = 7 Gold sequences, each Gold sequence being repeated, as discussed in Sec. III A. Rates of 126 and 188 bps were tested. The lower-rate modulation used Gold sequences with a chip rate of 4 kHz and 4 bits per PPM symbol ͑16 PPM slots͒. The higher-rate modulation used Gold sequences with a chip rate of 8 kHz with 3 bits per PPM symbol ͑8 PPM slots͒.
The PPC-DPSK modulation used m = 7 Gold sequences with a chip rate of 8 kHz ͑i.e., 8000 sequence bits per sec-ond͒. Rates of 160 and 264 bps were tested by varying the symbol periods ͑i.e., the spacing between sequences, or equivalently, between DPSK symbols͒. Figure 8 shows a diagnostic output of our modem at the 5.4 km range for the 160 bps PPC-DPSK transmissions. This is the packet at which the most bit errors were observed. All four plots are synchronized along a common x axis that indicates symbol number. The upper two plots show symbol values over the length of a 2359 bit packet ͑i.e., values of ͉H͉ 2 S 1 S 2 * from Sec. I͒, with the first plot showing values for all the symbols in the packet, and the second plot showing only the values at which bit errors occurred. The third plot shows the deviations of the estimated symbol times from symbol times calculated by adding the known symbol period to the previous symbol time. The purpose of this plot is to identify which bit errors are due to symbol timing errors. In this case, symbol synchronization loss accounts for some of the bit errors near the middle of the packet. The fourth plot shows the matched filter energy from the symbol timing calculation, and is intended to identify when bit errors are caused by low SNR. In this case, there is an energy spike near the end of the packet, caused by a loud broadband transient of unknown origin ͑that is apparent in the spectrogram of this data͒. The errors that occur at this time are probably due to this transient. The separation between positive and negative symbol values in the first plot is also a good indicator of the quality of the information bits being detected. When this gap closes, there is not much signal excess for ambient noise to overcome to cause a bit error. Table I summarizes the results of testing the PPC-DPSK and PPC-PPM schemes. Figure 9 shows the bathymetry and drift track ͑top plot͒ and the sound speed, source, and receiver depths, and the bottom composition ͑bottom plot͒ from the SignalEx-F test performed off the coast of La Jolla in San Diego, California, on May 10, 2002. Figure 10 shows how the ocean channel varied with range ͑from about 500 m to 6 km͒ as the source platform drifted away from the receive platform over a five hour time interval. Each scan line is the result of averaging the matched filter outputs from forty 50-ms chirps, repeated at 250 ms intervals. The matched filter outputs were aligned by circularly shifting each scan line relative to its predecessor, so that the maximum correlation of each two consecutive scan lines is shifted to time lag zero.
B. Results from SignalEx-F: off the coast of La Jolla in San Diego, California
A set of PPC-DPSK packets, one at each of the three rates being tested, was transmitted every half hour during this test. Each packet contained 2240 bits. Each data packet was preceded by a 100-ms LFM chirp sweeping from 8 to 16 kHz, which was used to determine the start of a packet ͑i.e. initial synchronization͒.
We transmitted 127-chip Gold sequences ͑m =7͒ in the 8-16 kHz band at chip rates of 4, 8, and 16 kHz ͑having lengths of 32, 16, and 8 ms͒, spaced at intervals of 12, 6, and 3 ms ͑for rates of 80, 160, and 320 bps͒. There are 129 Gold sequences at m = 7, so unless the channel spread is exceptionally long ͑387 ms for the 3 ms spacing͒, there are enough sequences to ensure that cycling through them will not result in a situation where a previous transmission of a particular sequence interferes with a current transmission of that same sequence, due to the channel spread.
FIG. 8. Diagnostic display from testing the 264 bps PPC-DPSK modulation at 5 km range. All four plots are synchronized along a common x axis that shows the 2359 symbols that make up the packet. The first plot shows values for all the symbols in the packet ͑the sign of these values is used to "detect" which information bit was transmitted͒. The second plot shows only the symbols that were incorrectly labeled ͑note the different y-axis scale, compared to the first plot͒. The third plot shows deviations of estimated symbol times from expected symbol times ͑the symbol timing errors near the middle of the packet coincide with the first group of bit errors͒. The fourth plot shows the matched filter energy output by the symbol timing calculation ͑the energy spike near the end of the packet coincides with another group of bit errors͒. This data was initially processed using the PPC receiver described above, but showed poor results in this channel, compared to previous tests and other modulation schemes ͓CDMA with a Rake receiver and Multi-frequency shift keying or MFSK͔. After reviewing the data in great detail, we modified the receiver algorithm to threshold the matched filter outputs, so that contributions whose values were less than 25% the value of the tallest peak were discarded. Only the values exceeding this 25% threshold were used to calculate the polarity of each symbol relative to its predecessor.
Apparently, due to the greater multipath in this environment, the contribution from the sidelobes of the Gold sequence auto and cross correlations and of the CIR autocorrelations was overwhelming the information in the multipath arrivals. This is not surprising, given that we were ͑1͒ push-ing the chip rate to 8 and 16 kHz, twice and four times the 4 kHz chip rate supported by our 8-16 kHz band and ͑2͒ overlapping the Gold sequences to increase the information bit rate. Thresholding the matched filter outputs so that only the high amplitude multipath arrivals were "counted" resulted in greatly improved bit error rates.
This idea is also used in Rake receivers for modulation schemes, where contributions from Rake "fingers" are also thresholded and only the higher amplitude contributions are used to form the detection statistic. 24 Figure 11 shows various diagnostic displays from our PPC-DPSK receiver for the 160 bps rate at 1.8 km range ͑packet 3͒. The upper left plot shows the CIR measured from a 100 ms LFM chirp, used as a synchronization marker roughly 30 ms ahead of the information bits. The upper right plot, a gray scale image, shows channel measurements made using the information-carrying Gold sequences. Each column of this image contains a channel estimate, with multipath time of arrival in milliseconds along the y axis, and symbol time ͑slow time͒ in seconds along the x axis. Each Gold sequence is roughly 16 ms long, and overlaps its immediate predecessor by 10 ms and its earlier predecessor by 4 ms, since the sequences are transmitted every 6 ms. The low cross correlation between different Gold sequences minimizes the "cross talk" between consecutive, overlapping Gold sequences, and provides frequent channel measurement updates ͑every 6 ms͒. The lower left plot looks very similar to the previous plot ͑upper right͒, but it is a black and white dot plot, with the dots indicating the subset of CIR waveform samples that were used to calculate the phase difference for each two consecutive Gold sequences ͑i.e., for PPC-DPSK͒. The same strong multipath arrival pattern is visible in both the upper right image and the lower left dot plot. The dots correspond to those samples whose values exceed the 25% threshold set relative to the tallest peak in each channel estimate. The lower right plot shows the PPC-DPSK constellation values for the entire 14 s packet. Table II summarizes the results of testing our PPC-DPSK modulation scheme at three different rates during the SignalEx F experiment. The uncoded error rates for both the 80 and 160 bps data sets were low enough that a convolutional decoder could completely recover the data without errors. However, the bit error rates observed for the 320 bps rate were probably catastrophic at all ranges.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
PPC implicitly equalizes the channel by refocusing channel spread. We have shown how PPC temporal compression, in a point-to-point configuration ͑i.e., without arrays of sources or receivers͒, can be augmented by using Gold sequences to implement receivers based on both PPM and DPSK modulation schemes. We have shown that the PPC-DPSK modulation is more spectrally efficient than PPC-PPM. These PPC-based modulations and their associated receiver algorithms were tested at two SignalEx experiments, one at Ship Island, Mississippi, a very shallow water site with a depth of 5 m and very little channel spread ͑both PPC-PPM and PPC-DPSK were tested there͒, and another off La Jolla, California, a moderately shallow water site with a depth of 75 m and moderate channel spread ͑only PPC-DPSK was tested there͒. For PPC-PPM, bit rates of 126 and 188 bps were reliably demodulated at the Ship Island site ͑reliable meaning uncoded bit error rates were low enough that a convolutional decoder would be able to completely recover from them͒. For PPC-DPSK, bit rates of 160 and 264 bps at Ship Island, and bit rates of 80 and 160 bps at the La Jolla site, all in a 8-16 kHz band, were reliably demodulated. These experiments were performed at environments and ranges that are being considered for underwater wireless networks.
After obtaining relatively poor results ͑high bit error rates͒ in the La Jolla data with an initial PPC-DPSK receiver design, we modified our receiver algorithm to omit lowamplitude contributions to the final phase comparison. At low amplitudes, most of the energy is due to sidelobes of the various correlation processes and to ambient noise. Restricting the phase comparison to higher amplitude contributions ensured that only those samples most likely to be multipath arrivals ͑and not spurious sidelobes͒ would contribute to the detection statistic. This is similar to what is sometimes done in Rake receivers for CDMA systems, where individual multipath arrivals are not included in the multipath recombination unless they exceed a minimum threshold. This modification resulted in greatly reducing the bit error rates at the 80 and 160 bps PPC-DPSK modulations. However, even with these improvements, the PPC-DPSK design at 320 bps consistently failed in the La Jolla test data. This was due to the level of multipath in this environment which exacerbated the degradation caused by compromises made to transmit at this rate, such as transmitting only part of the signal bandwidth needed to support the 16 kHz chip rate and clipping the signal to maintain its peak to average power ratio.
Thresholding the channel impulse response, so that only the strong arrivals contribute to the subsequent processing, can perhaps also improve the performance of other channelestimate based signaling methods, including those based on multichannel time reversal ͑phase conjugation͒.
The novel modulation schemes considered in this paper have some interesting properties which may recommend them for use in operational systems. They are very simple, yet have a mechanism for dealing with intersymbol interference. Given their use of spread-spectrum sequences, they afford some potential for covert and multiuser applications. However, because their structure does not fully exploit the correlation properties of Gold sequences ͑due to multipath and because circular correlations cannot be used͒, they only mitigate intersymbol interference to a certain extent. As a result, the rates provided by these modulation schemes are relatively limited, compared to phase-coherent schemes in which more sophisticated receiver algorithms are typically used.
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